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What	Are	Volcanoes	

•  Plutonism	vs.	
Volcanism	

•  Magma	vs.	Lava	

•  Volcanoes	are	
landforms	origina;ng	
by	either:	
–  extrusion	of	lava	from	a	
vent	(lava	flows)	

–  ejec;on	of	rock	
fragments	from	a	vent	
(explosions)	 Top:	Volcan	Momotombo,	Nicaragua	

BoKom:	Amboy	Crater,	California,	U.S.A.	
©	Alessandro	Grippo	



Why	Should	We	Study	Volcanoes	

•  Volcanoes	come	in	many	shapes	and	sizes	
•  Erup;ons	can	vary	widely	in	dura;on,	violence,	
and	the	type	of	material	erupted	

•  Volcanoes	should	be	studied	because:	
– we	need	to	mi;gate	the	consequences	of	their	ac;vity	
– we	get	informa;on	on	processes	occurring	in	the	
mantle	

–  they	can	affect	global	climate	
–  they	can	create	new	land	
–  they	can	provide	geothermal	energy	



effects	on	climate	
•  Volcanic	gases	originated	Earth’s	early	atmosphere	(remember	that	oxygen	

is	not	a	volcanic	gas,	and	it	was	added	later	through	photosynthe;c	
ac;vity)	

•  Volcanic	gases	such	as	CO2	can	have	the	opposite	effect	by	increasing	the	
amount	of	greenhouse	gases,	causing	global	warming	

Volcanic	gases	released	along	the	flanks	of	Mauna	Loa	
Hawaiian	Volcanoes	NaKonal	Park,	Hawai’i	

©	Alessandro	Grippo	



•  Volcanic	dust	can	enter,	even	today,	into	the	high	
atmosphere,	reducing	solar	radia;on	penetra;ng	
through	it	(dark	par;cles	would	absorb	
radia;on),	and	causing	global	cooling	

•  1816	was	the	“year	without	summer”,	a	cool	
summer	in	Europe	and	North	America	that	
followed	a	giant	erup;on	at	Mount	Tambora,	in	
Indonesia	



Edvard	Munch’s	pain;ng	“The	Scream”	
depicts	a	red	sky	as	it	was	seen	in	Oslo,	Norway,	and	that	developed	as	a	consequence	of	debris	

ejected	into	the	atmosphere	by	the	erup;on	of	Mount	Krakatoa,	Indonesia	(1883)	



forma;on	of	new	land	
•  Volcanic	erup;ons	in	a	place	like	Hawai’i	can	cause	destruc;on	but	

mostly	add	new	land	
•  Hawai’i	would	not	exist	without	volcanic	ac;vity	
•  Weathered	volcanic	ash	and	lava	produce	excellent,	fer;le	soils	
•  Erup;ons	aKract	scien;sts	and	tourists,	benefi;ng	the	Big	Island	

economy	

Lava	flowed	over	pavement,	destroying	the	road,	but	building	up	new	land	
Hawaiian	Volcanoes	NaKonal	Park,	Hawai’i,	U.S.A.	

©	Alessandro	Grippo	



geothermal	energy	

•  In	many	parts	of	the	world	(U.S.A.	Italy,	
Philippines,	Indonesia,	etc.),	underground	heat	
is	harnessed	for	human	needs	

•  Steam	or	superheated	water	is	tapped	to	
power	turbines	that	generate	electricity	

•  In	Iceland,	geothermal	fluids	are	used	for	
domes;c	hea;ng	



Geothermal	plants	
(above)	and	

geothermal	well	(leb)		

Salton	Sea	
Imperial	County,	California	

©	Alessandro	Grippo	



ErupKve	Violence	and	Physical	
CharacterisKcs	of	Lava	



Flow	or	Explosion?	

•  Factors:	
– Amount	of	gas	present	in	the	magma	

– Viscosity	(resistance	to	flow)	of	magma	

– The	greater	the	amount	of	gases	in	lava	and	the	
higher	its	viscosity,	the	more	violent	the	erup;on	

– These	factors	also	influence	the	shape	and	height	
of	a	volcano	



•  Lava	is	a	mixture	of	molten	silicate	rocks	(melt)	
but	also	solid	crystals	and	various	gases	

PorphyriKc	Andesite	
This	rock	formed	from	cooling	of	lava	that	already	

contained	solid	crystals	at	the	moment	of	solidifica;on	

Vesicular	Basalt	
This	rock	formed	from	cooling	of	lava	at	

the	moment	gases	dissolved	in	it	
expanded	and	escaped,	leaving	a	trace	in	

the	rock	(vesicles)	



What	controls	lava	viscosity?	

– Temperature	
•  high	temperature	lavas	are	more	fluid	

– Composi;on	(silica	content)	
•  high	silica	content	increases	viscosity	

– Amount	of	dissolved	gases	
•  high	amounts	of	gases	(including	water	vapor)	make	
lava	more	fluid	

apparent	contradic;on:	explosive	erup;ons	are	driven	by	
expansion	of	dissolved	gases,	but	gases	make	lava	more	
fluid	



Mafic	lava	is	about	10,000	;mes	more	viscous	than	water,	whereas	felsic	lava	is	about	100,000,000	
;mes	the	viscosity	of	water.	This	difference	is	func;on	of	the	kinds	of	silicon	tetrahedra	bonds	that	
would	form	when	mafic	and	felsic	lava	start	to	cool:	isolated	tetrahedra,	single	and	double	chains	
would	allow	lava	to	be	more	fluid	in	mafic	composi;on.	When	your	lava	instead	is	more	felsic,	

rela;vely	big	clumps	of	framework	silicates	create	obstacles	to	lava	flow,	thus	increasing	the	viscosity	



dissolved	gases	
•  Most	of	gas	released	in	erup;ons	consist	of	H2O,	condensing	as	steam	

•  Other	gases,	released	in	smaller	amounts,	include	CO2,	SO2,	H2S,	HCl	

•  Gas	content	affects	mobility	
–  more	gases	in	lava	make	it	more	fluid	(like	water	in	honey)	

•  Gases	expand	within	magma	as	it	nears	Earth’s	surface	(decreasing	pressure)	
–  So,	intrusive	igneous	rocks	would	not	let	gases	escapes,	while	extrusive	igneous	

rocks	will	

•  The	violence	of	an	erup;on	is	related	to	how	easily	gases	can	escape	from	
magma	
–  more	gases	trying	to	escape	would	make	the	magma	more	viscous	(note	the	

apparent	contradic;on	with	the	increase	in	mobility	listed	above)	
–  a	more	felsic	magma	would	also	slow	down	the	movements	of	gases,	further	

increasing	viscosity	(and	sefng	condi;on	for	volcanic	explosions)	



•  Felsic	lavas	(rhyoli;c)	are	the	most	viscous	
–  expect	explosive	erup;ons	

•  Mafic	lavas	(basal;c)	are	the	least	viscous	
–  expect	mostly	lava	flows	

•  Intermediate	lavas	(andesi;c)	
–  expect	both	explosions	and	flows,	depending	mostly	
on	the	amount	of	dissolved	gases	in	the	magma	

•  Surface	water	lowers	the	mel;ng	point	of	lavas,	
thus	increasing	explosivity	(by	increasing	
viscosity)	



The	ErupKve	Products	of	Volcanoes	

•  A	vent	is	the	opening	through	which	an	erup;on	(lava	
flow	or	explosion)	takes	place	

•  A	crater	is	a	basin-like	depression	over	a	vent	at	the	
summit	of	a	volcano	

•  A	caldera	is	a	volcanic	depression	whose	size	diameter	
is	at	least	1	km	(0.6	mi)	

•  Materials	can	some;me	be	ejected	from	the	side	of	a	
volcano.	In	that	case	we	speak	of	a	flank	erupKon	



vent,	crater,	and	caldera	
Karymsky	volcano,	Kamchatka	peninsula,	Russia	



Effusive	Erup;ons	(Flows)	

•  Effusive	erup;ons	are	
commonly	basal;c,	due	to	
the	low	viscosity	of	mafic	
lavas	

•  Intermediate	and	felsic	
lavas	can	erupt	effusively	
(producing	andesite,	
rhyolites	and	obsidian)		if	
the	gas	content	is	quite	low	 an	obsidian	effusive	structure:	Obsidian	BuKe	

Calipatria,	California,	U.S.A.	
©	Alessandro	Grippo	



Flows:		

•  Pahoehoe	flows	vs.	A’a	lava	flows	

Pahoehoe	flow	
Pāhoehoe	flows	have	smooth	or	ropy	surfaces	and	

normally	begin	as	very	thin	flows	(less	than	1	b/	0.3	m).		
Common	on	flaKer	ground,	they	flow	rela;vely	slowly	

island	of	Hawai’i,	Hawai’i,	U.S.A.	
©	United	States	Geological	Survey	

A’a	flow	
‘A‘ā	lava	flows	have	a	very	rough,	rubbly	surface	called	
"clinker"	and	a	glowing,	molten	core	that	solidifies	to	

very	dense	rock	

island	of	Hawai’i,	Hawai’i,	U.S.A.	
©	United	States	Geological	Survey	



Pāhoehoe	toes	bud	from	the	front	of	a	flow.		This	close-up	shot	shows	the	stretched,	glassy	outer	skin.		When	air	first	touches	
lava,	it	immediately	begins	to	cool	and	harden	to	rock	on	the	outside,	but	it	stays	hot	and	molten	on	the	inside	



•  Spa'er	cones	are	small,	steep-
sided	cones	built	from	lava	
spuKering	out	of	a	vent	

•  Lava	tubes	are	tunnel-like	
conduits	for	lava	that	develop	
aber	most	of	a	pahoehoe-like	
flow	has	solidified.	Tubes	
provide	insula;on	so	that	lava	
inside	remains	fluid	



Above:	Thurston	Lava	Tube	(Nahuku),	Hawaiian	Volcanoes	Na;onal	Park,	Hawai’i,	U.S.A.	
Below:	Mushpot	Cave,	Lava	Bed	Na;onal	Monument,	California,	U.S.A.	

all	pictures	©	Alessandro	Grippo	



•  Lava	that	is	very	fluid	and	flows	almost	like	water	
does	not	build	a	cone	around	a	vent,	but	rather	
spreads	in	layers	

•  Flood	basalts	are	vast	outpourings	of	mafic	lavas	
from	fissures	that	can	cover	wide	areas	with	
mul;ple	lava	flows,	building	thick	lava	plateaus	

Horizontal	beds	of	lava	in	the	Columbia	Plateau	
Columbia	River,	separa;ng	Washington	State	(boKom)	from	Oregon	(top)	

Goldendale,	Washington	
©	Alessandro	Grippo	



Flood	basalts	produce	large	erup;ons	of	CO2,	which	would	warm	
Earth	(but	remember	that	silica-rich	explosions	produce	volcanic	
ash,	which	would	reflect	solar	radia;on,	thus	cooling	Earth)	

The	Columbia	Plateaus	area	of	Washington,	Idaho,	and	Oregon	
was	built	in	the	Miocene	layer	upon	layer	of	basalt,	in	places	as	
thick	as	3000	m.	Larger	lava	plateaus	exist	in	Siberia,	Russia	
(Siberian	Traps)	at	the	Permian/Triassic	boundary,	and	in	India	
(Deccan	Traps),	at	the	Cretaceous/Paleogene	boundary.	Could	
they	have	had	a	role	in	the	mass	ex;nc;on	episodes	that	
occurred	at	that	;me?	

Basalt	plateaus	also	form	in	oceans,	such	as	the	Ontang	Java	
Plateau,	in	the	SW	Pacific	



mass	ex;nc;ons	of	the	Phanerozoic	



the	Columbia	Plateau		



columnar	join;ng	
•  dis;nc;ve	paKern	of	

fractures	that	originates	
most	commonly	6-sided	
(some;mes	4,	5,	or	7)	
hexagonal	ver;cal	
columns	

•  forms	because	of	
shrinking	of	basalt,	
causing	tension	cracks	
to	form	between	
centers	of	contrac;on	

•  some;mes,	other	mafic	
to	intermediate	
composi;on	can	
develop	similar	paKerns	 Columnar	basalt	

Giant’s	Causeway	(Clochán	an	Aifir),	
Ulster	(Northern	Ireland),	United	Kingdom	



Columnar	basalt	
Devil’s	Tower,	Wyoming,	U.S.A.	

©	Alessandro	Grippo	



submarine	lava	flows	

•  when	lava	erupts	into	
water,	it	cools	rapidly	
forming	a	pillow	structure	
(pillow	basalt)	

•  magma	that	cannot	come	
to	the	surface	solidifies	in	
fractures	as	dikes	

•  when	lava	flows	enter	the	
ocean,	as	in	Hawai’i,	lava	
shaKers		



Pillow	basalts	from	the	ocean	boKom	



Archean	pillowed	Greenstones	(metamorphosed	pillow	basalts)	
Gilbert,	Minnesota,	U.S.A.	

©	Alessandro	Grippo	



Lava	cooling	and	shaKering	upon	entering	the	Pacific	Ocean	
Hawai’i,	U.S.A.	



intermediate	and	felsic	lava	flows	
•  these	are	less	common	because	of	higher	viscosity	

•  when	they	flow,	they	tend	to	form	smaller	lava	bodies	
•  if	the	lava	is	too	viscous	to	flow,	it	will	build	up	a	lava	dome	

Obsidian	Dome	
Owens	Valley,	California,	U.S.A.	

©	Alessandro	Grippo	



Explosive	ErupKons	

•  Explosive	erup;ons	are	driven	by	the	expansion	of	gases	in	
viscous	magma	

•  At	depth,	gas	is	kept	dissolved	by	pressure	
•  Towards	the	surface,	the	decrease	in	pressure	causes	the	

gas	to	come	out	of	solu;on	and	expand	

•  During	an	explosive	erup;on,	hot	gases	fragment	the	
rapidly	cooling	magma	into	pieces	and	blast	them	into	air	

•  These	fragments	are	called	pyroclasts	
•  Hot	gas	and	pyroclasts	are	blasted	upward	as	a	plume,	

which	draws	air	as	it	rises	



pyroclas;c	materials	

•  known	collec;vely	as	tephra,	pyroclasts	
are	classified	according	to	their	size	

•  Bombs	(>	64	mm):	generated	when	molten	
blobs	of	lava	are	ejected	into	the	air,	becoming	
lens-shaped	and	streamlined	during	
solidifica;on	

•  Blocks	(>	64	mm):	generated	as	angular	
fragments	when	explosion	blast	apart	already	
exis;ng	rocks	

•  Lapilli	(2	–	64	mm)	
•  Cinders:	general	term	for	small	size	pyroclasts	
•  Ash	(1/8	-	2	mm)		
•  Dust	(<	1/8	mm):	fine,	glassy	fragments	





•  during	an	erup;on,	
expanding	hot	gases	can	
propel	pyroclasts	high	into	
the	atmosphere	as	a	column	
rising	from	a	volcano	

•  at	high	atmospheric	
al;tudes,	pyroclasts	oben	
spread	out	into	a	dark	
mushroom	cloud	

•  fine	par;cles	can	be	
transported	by	high	
atmospheric	winds	

•  eventually,	debris	seKles	
back	to	Earth	as	pyroclas;c	
fall	(ashfall	or	pumice	fall)	
deposits	

Mount	Etna	erup;on,	December	2015	
Catania,	Sicily,	Italy	



pyroclas;c	flows	
•  mixtures	of	gas	and	pyroclas;c	

debris	that	are	so	dense	that	they	
move	on	the	ground	while	flowing	
rapidly	into	low	areas	

•  some	flows	are	associated	with	
volcanic	domes	

•  some	flows	result	from	collapse	of	
a	column	of	gas	and	pyroclas;c	
debris	that	was	ini;ally	blasted	
ver;cally	into	the	air	

•  pyroclas;c	flows	can	travel	up	to	
200	km/h	and	are	extremely	
dangerous	

•  Mt.	Unzen	(Japan,	1991)	
•  St,	Pierre	(Mar;nique,	1902)	

Pyroclas;c	flow	(1991)	
Mount	Unzen,	Japan	





Fig.	4.7	

Destruc;on	following	the	1902	pyroclas;c	flow		
St.	Pierre,	MarKnique	(part	of	the	Caribbean	volcanic	arc)	



Types	of	Volcanoes	

•  The	major	types	of	volcanoes	are	markedly	
dis;nct	one	from	the	other	
–  Shield	volcanoes,	Composite	Cones	(or	
Stratovolcanoes,	Cinder	Cones,	Lava	Domes,	Calderas	



Shield	Volcanoes	

•  Broad,	gently	sloping	volcanoes	constructed	of	
solidified	lava	flows	

•  effusive	erup;ons	at	low	viscosity	(mostly	basalt)	
•  lava	spreads	widely	and	thinly	during	erup;ons	
due	to	its	low	viscosity	

•  gentle	slopes	create	a	flaKened	dome,	or	“shield”	
•  examples:	Hawaiian	Islands	
•  generally	non-violent	erup;ons	
•  common	features	include	pahoehoe	and	a’a	
lavas,	spaKer	cones,	lava	tubes,	etc.	



a	shield	volcano:	Mauna	Loa,	Hawai’i	

©	Alessandro	Grippo	



Cinder	Cones	
•  built	of	pyroclas;c	fragments	ejected	from	a	central	
vent	and	accumula;ng	around	a	vent	

•  cinder	cones	are	formed	exclusively	of	pyroclasts	and,	
because	of	that,	they	are	steep	and	small	

•  they	form	because	of	gases	buildup	and	are	
independent	from	composi;on	

•  most	cinder	cones	are	associated	with	mafic	or	
intermediate	lavas,	but	pumice	cones	(felsic)	are	also	
known	

•  they	have	short	lives:	gas	is	depleted	rapidly	during	
erup;ons,	and	once	they	form,	being	formed	by	loose	
pyroclast,	they	tend	to	erode	rela;vely	easily	



Sunset	Crater,	the	tallest	cinder	cone	in	the	con;nental	U.S.	
Flagstaff,	Arizona,	U.S.A.	

©	Alessandro	Grippo	



Amboy	Crater,	a	Mojave	desert	cinder	cone	
Amboy,	California,	U.S.A.	

©	Alessandro	Grippo	



Amboy	Crater	
Clockwise	from	upper	leb:	trail	entrance;	climbing	the	crater;	the	interior;	rim	and	volcanic	lava	field	around	the	crater	

Amboy,	California,	U.S.A.	
©	Alessandro	Grippo	



Panum	Crater	
Part	of	the	Mono	Craters	of	Mono	Lake	volcanic	field,	characterized	by	rhyolites	and	obsidians	(felsic	composi;on)	

Lee	Vining,	California,	U.S.A.	
©	Alessandro	Grippo	



Composite	Volcanoes	
•  also	called	stratovolcanoes,	these	volcanoes	are	built	by	

alterna;ng	layers	of	pyroclas;c	fragments	and	solidified	
lava	flows	

•  lava	flows	protect	loose	pyroclasts,	allowing	the	volcano	to	
grow	in	size	over	;me	

•  erup;ons	are	intermiKent	and	volcanoes	remain	ac;ve	
(dormant)	for	thousands	of	years,	during	which	the	volcano	
is	subject	to	natural	phenomena	like	any	other	mountain	

•  mostly,	lavas	are	intermediate	in	composi;on,	but	both	
felsic	and	mafic	composi;ons	occur	

•  dominant	rock	is	andesite	
•  even	in	the	same	volcanic	arc,	composi;on	and	ac;vity	can	

be	very	different	(Mount	Rainier,	mostly	flows	vs.	Mount	St.	
Helens,	mostly	erup;ons)	





Distribu;on	of	Composite	Volcanoes	

•  Nearly	all	the	larger	and	beKer-known	
volcanoes	of	the	world	are	stratovolcanoes	

•  There	are	two	major	belts	
–  the	circum-Pacific	belt,	also	known	as	“Ring	of	
Fire”,	which	is	the	largest	of	the	two	

–  the	Mediterranean	belt	





Cascades	Volcanic	Arc:	Mount	Rainier	as	seen	from	I-5	
Sea'le,	Washington,	U.S.A.	

©	Alessandro	Grippo	



Cascades	Volcanic	Arc:	Mount	Shasta	as	seen	from	I-5	
Weed,	California,	U.S.A.	

©	Alessandro	Grippo	



the	Cascades	
•  from	Mount	Garibaldi	(Bri;sh	

Columbia,	Canada)	to	Lassen	
Peak	(California)	the	
con;nental	arc	of	the	Cascade	
is	originated	by	subduc;on	of	
the	Juan	de	Fuca	plate	
underneath	the	westward	
moving	North	American	plate	

•  big	ci;es	such	as	Vancouver	BC,	
SeaKle	WA,	and	Portland	OR	
are	in	close	proximity	to	these	
volcanoes	

•  famous	volcanoes	include	
Mount	Baker,	Mount	Rainier,	
Mount	St.	Helens,	Mount	
Hood,	Crater	Lake,	and	Mount	
Shasta	



part	of	the	Mexico	volcanic	arc,	including	(not	all	visible	here):	
	Volcan	Popocatepetl,	Volcan	Itzaccihuatl,	and	Nevado	de	Toluca	

seen	from	Xochimilco,	Mexico	D.F.,	Mexico	

the	Andes	
	Volcan	Villarica	

seen	from		Loncoche,	Araucania,	Chile	

Mount	Fuji,	Japan	 Momotombo	and	Momotombito	volcanoes	
Leon	Viejo,	Lago	de	Managua,	Nicaragua	

all	pictures	©	Alessandro	Grippo,	except	Mt.	Fuji	



the	Mediterranean	arc:	Mount	Vesuvius,	Napoli	(Naples),	Italy	
as	seen	from	the	ruins	of	the	ancient	Roman	city	of	Pompeii,	Italy	(destroyed	by	an	erup;on	in	the	year	76)	



•  The	name	“volcano”	comes	from	the	island	of	Vulcano	(Italy),	a	cone	
that	was	already	ac;ve	in	ancient	;mes	and	that	was	iden;fied	as	the	
loca;on	of	the	ancient	namesake	Greek/Roman	god	

•  Vulcano,	together	with	Stromboli	and	other	islands,	is	part	of	the	Isole	
Eolie,	in	the	Mediterranean	arc	north	of	Mount	Etna,	the	largest	
volcano	in	Europe	

•  In	1991,	during	an	erup;on	of	Mount	Etna	that	lasted	more	than	one	
year,	experimental	efforts	to	save	a	town	from	being	buried	by	lava	
flows	included	building	a	dam	to	retain	the	lava,	plugging	some	natural	
channels,	and	diver;ng	lava	into	other,	newly	constructed	channels	



Lava	Domes	
•  Lava	domes	are	steep-sided,	dome-	or	spine-shaped	masses	of	

volcanic	rock	formed	from	viscous	lava	that	solidifies	in	or	
immediately	above	a	volcanic	vent	

•  Most	of	these	lavas	are	very	felsic,	crystallizing	as	obsidian	or,	less	
commonly,	rhyolite;	andesite	can	also	be	found	

•  They	oben	form	within	the	crater	of	composite	volcanoes,	such	as	
at	Mount	St.	Helens	

•  Because	this	lava	is	so	thick	and	viscous	to	flow,	it	builds	up	a	steep-
sided	dome	

•  Some	of	the	most	destruc;ve	volcanic	explosions	known	have	been	
associated	with	lava	domes	



Lava	Domes	

Lava	(volcanic	)	dome	within	the	crater	at	
Mount	St.	Helens,	Washington,	U.S.A.	



Calderas	

•  Calderas	are	volcanic	depressions	having	a	
diameter	of	at	least	1	km	

•  Calderas	can	be	created:	
– when	a	volcano’s	summit	is	blown	off	by	exploding	
gases	

– when	a	volcano	(or	several	volcanoes)	collapse	
into	a	par;ally	emp;ed	magma;c	chamber	



Calderas	

•  Caldera-forming	erup;ons	are	extremely	
violent,	blas;ng	enormous	amounts	of	
pyroclast	into	the	atmosphere	and	genera;ng	
huge	pyroclas;c	flows	

•  Calderas	in	the	United	States	include:	
– Crater	Lake	caldera,	Oregon	(collapse,	dormant)	
– Yellowstone	caldera,	Wyoming	(explosion,	ac;ve)	
– Long	Valley	caldera,	California	(explosion,	ac;ve)	



Crater	Lake	Caldera	



Long	Valley	Caldera	



Yellowstone	Caldera	



Living	With	Volcanoes	

•  Hazards	include:	
–  ash	clouds	
–  pyroclas;c	flows	
– mudflows	

•  Reducing	the	impact	of	volcanic	erup;ons	
(mi;ga;on)	involves:	
– monitoring	
–  hazard	mapping	
–  aler;ng	popula;ons	about	a	poten;al	erup;on	



•  Volcanoes	fatali;es	have	increased	recently	not	
because	of	greater	danger	but	because	of	increase		in	
earth’s	popula;on	and	encroaching	around	volcanic	
areas	

•  Volcanoes	can	kill	with:	
–  pyroclas;c	flows	–	Mount	Unzen,	Japan	
–  pyroclas;c	(ash)	falls	–	Pompeii,	Italy	
–  release	of	deadly	gases	–	Lake	Nyos,	Cameroon	
–  lahars	–	Nevado	del	Ruiz,	Armero,	Colombia	
–  famine	and	crop	destruc;on	–	Tambora,	Indonesia	
–  volcanic	lightning	–	Paricu;n,	Mexico,	and	Chaiten,	Chile	



Molds	or	Roman	ci;zens	buried	in	the	ash	from	Mount	Vesuvius	erup;on	in	the	year	
76.		People	died	of	suffoca;on,	under	the	collapse	of	building	because	of	ash	weight,	or	
direct	exposure	to	scorching	temperatures	in	the	hot	pyroclas;c	surges	of	the	erup;on	

Pompeii,	Napoli,	Italy	



Monitoring	Volcanoes	

•  Volcanoes	can	be:	
– ac;ve	

•  currently	erup;ng	or	has	erupted	recently	
– dormant	

•  have	not	erupted	in	many	thousands	of	years	but	are	
expected	to	at	some	point	in	the	future	

– ex;nct	
•  have	not	erupted	for	a	very	long	;me	and	show	no	
signs	of	ever	erup;ng	again	



Monitoring	Volcanoes	

•  Volcanic	hazard	mi;ga;on	has	three	important	
components:	
–  hazard	mapping	

•  study	and	mapping	of	ancient	erup;ons	
•  maps	allow	crea;on	of	evacua;on	plans	

– monitoring	
•  seismometers,	;ltmeters,	satellite	and	GPS	observa;ons	
•  gas,	heat,	hot	and	cold	springs	monitoring	

–  alerts	
•  previous	informa;on	is	used	to	alert	popula;ons	but	also	to	
assist	the	avia;on	industry	(case	of	the	2010	Eyjaxallajökull	
erup;on,	in	Iceland)	



Plate	Tectonics	and	Volcanism	
•  Divergent	Boundaries	

–  decompression	par;al	mel;ng	creates	basal;c	magmas	from	mantle	
composi;ons	

–  mid-ocean	ridges,	pillow	basalts	
–  excep;ons,	as	in	Iceland	
–  almost	always	effusive	erup;ons	

•  Convergent	Boundaries	
–  flux	mel;ng	(water	injec;on),	par;al	mel;ng	create	andesi;c	to	

rhyoli;c	magmas	
–  trenches,	subduc;on,	volcanic	arcs	(island	and	con;nental)	
–  oben	explosive	erup;ons	

•  Intraplate	Volcanic	AcKvity	
–  Hot	Spots	(Hawai’i,	Columbia	Plateau,	Yellowstone)	
–  type	of	erup;ons	func;on	of	loca;on	





the	Mid-AtlanKc	Ridge	in	Iceland	
on	the	leb,	North	American	Plate;	on	the	right,	European	Plate	



Volcanism	and	Extrusive	Rocks	

the	end	


